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About This Game

Micron is a unique fusion of puzzle and rhythm gameplay. Place pieces on the board to deflect bullets of energy that fire to the
beat. Guide the bullets to the exit through 51 challenging levels — and 12 bonus levels — featuring a variety of distinctive

soundscapes. Your solutions create the music.

Award-Winning Design

Micron began as a game created for Kongregate's 'Project Eden: Experience the Music' game contest, in which it won 2nd
place. The judges included Tetsuya Mizuguchi, creator of REZ and LUMINES, and representatives from Ubisoft, Gamespot,

and Kongregate.

“Classic visual like the Famicon but experiencing the process of sound effects evolving into the music felt really good. The harder
the game, the more exciting the music gets — this was blended perfectly.” — Tetsuya Mizuguchi

Key Features

Test your puzzle-solving skills with 63 levels

Experience 7 level themes each with unique music and sounds

Play levels created by the community on the Steam Workshop
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Create your own levels with the included level editor (Windows only)

Control the game with a mouse, keyboard, or controller — also works on touchscreens

Supports controller vibration for the Xbox 360 controller (Windows only)
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Title: Micron
Genre: Casual, Indie
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Apparition Games
Publisher:
Apparition Games
Release Date: 23 Jul, 2014
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Ultra modern twist on a classic. Because of this you should kind of already know what to expect. If not, they've been kind
enough to provide a demo. Either way, the game is very fun and it's only going to get better (early access).. Someone pls kindly
put me on a blood transfusion already, so I can keep playing this awesome TD non-stop! Willing to trade pics of my sis. Wow
this story was amazing, with so many twists and turns, and every time I thought it was over, and upset cause I just knew i had
failed and gotten a bad end, it kept on! Not only that but i could see where there were so many different pathes i could have
taken even as I was trying to stick to the one I was on. I will definetly be playing this one again, and probably again. For those
like myself who like the dating\/romance\/persuing options, there are alot of them. I stuck with my origional boi, cause thats just
the way I am, but I Noticed all the other options, and I will definely be checking up on them in future play throughs (hey is that
cute red head a posibility, you know the one that just meditates.... no idea why he caught my attention, but ill definetly try the
flirt option next time lol)
In a word if you like CYO's this one is a definite winner!
P.S for those who like me play alot of these, I honestly was so into the story i didnt even bother to look to see if there was a stat
screen, or to look at it until literally less than 10 minutes from finishing the game. Its that good.. 10\/10 Won't let me use DLC.
Specs:
i7-7700k Stock
32gb 2400hz
RTX 2070

I went into this hoping that this game would stand out as a "after work, relief simulator" but, there are so many things that really
remind you that you're playing a game rather than being immersed in a world a knight fighting a real battle. The biggest problem
I have with Tales of Glory is that it's not at all satisfying to really kill any enemies. There isn't any kind of tactile or visual queue
that you did any real damage other than the enemy staggering back a bit only to recover from three stabs to the eye. The clash
between a full plateded enemy and my sword for example, should have been able to pierce or clip through the mob entirely.
This really allows you to "cheese"! In fact, you can grab a shield and clip your sword through it to block and stab enemies at the
same time, or grab two swords and kill other mobs via drum solo.

I can't commit to a vr game at that asking price.

. Really innovative game with a classy atmosphere. Had fun crawling around my floor trying not to knock everything around me
over with that giant backpack. Nice artwork for an indie game.

Pro's:
- unique experience
- nice soundtrack
- breaking stuff

Con's
- sometimes knocking stuff over coming out of the locomotion blur thingy
- doen't let me steal some stuff in that big ol' pack! Would be nice to earn some money back that way.

For this price an abolute steal, 10\/10 would knock over that vase again
. Cyber Sub-Zero is W,W,P. Who Is Mike is an engaging and creative visual novel that does not disappoint. It's very short (<30
minutes-1 hour for the first playthrough) but still manages to pack a full and engaging mystery/thriller storyline into such a small
package. Each ending kept me guessing, while the incredibly composed music added impeccable timing and thrill to the story.
10/10 would recommend.. This is an interesting route and the loco sounds have improved since cajon pass\/US Loco and asset
pack. But there are good and bad things to talk about here.

PROS-
The route is highly detailed and the loco looks awesome anywhere.
The route is split into to lines and is incredible each way
The scenarios are good and fun.
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CONS-
The coal wagons are very laggy and makes everything go slow
Scenario MOMUMENT PART1 has a lot of faults in its coding

Would I recommend?
Just. Its bugged! Because of the script bugs you cant complete the game. Most of the main plot things dont appear in the game
because of the glitches.
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Charming, simple, and fun. A great little game.. When you couldn't afford for flying school. https://youtu.be/iDC0opMm99U

7/10 - Turning around and leaving is an ending and to be fair that is what most of us would do in the real world!

I only recommend this at a cheap price right now as its unclear how much game you actually get or will get once this makes it
out of early access.

Time to buy more tic-tacs
. The game in itself offers an amazing VR experience. Nothing pulls your senses more than a roller coaster in VR.
You can change the angle at which you ride and there are plenty of exciting vertical drops and speed.
Unfortunately, this 'game', after just one week of VRing has demonstrated to me my susceptibility to cyber sickness.
I managed, uncomfortably to get half way through the second coaster before I was too ill to continue... ... Damn it, I so wanted
to ride a coaster, I looked high and low for a coaster sim and finally found it here, and bliddy eck I can't watch it as the main
reality sense for me is nausia and drunkeness ;)
In fact, this was so bad for me that I still feel slightly, in the backgroundish of my senses, two days later giddy. So if you're like
me then it's dangerous, but if you're okie with it then it's a must.. Game so good I forgot about my cat and he peed all over my
flannel. Didn't notice it and took it to school the next day.
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